Super-Hot Salt Could Be Coming to a Battery near You
by Casey Crownhart
Nov. 17, 2022 – I’m obsessed with batteries, and I’m always watching the wave of alternative chemistries that’s slowly percolating into the growing energy storage market.  Some of these new players could eventually be cheaper (and in various ways, better) than the industry-standard lithium-ion batteries.  But they often face real barriers to adoption.  So let’s take a look at one startup’s journey to store energy using super-hot salt.
Why We Need New Batteries
The world is building more capacity for renewables, especially solar and wind power, that come and go with the weather.  So, long story short, we need to be able to store energy.
Pumped hydropower accounted for over 90% of worldwide energy storage as of 2020.  While hydro is a cheap, effective way to store power, it comes with environmental concerns and major constraints on where it can be installed, since it requires large bodies of water.  
Batteries make up most of the rest of today’s energy storage capacity, and will likely account for the bulk of energy storage market growth as well in the coming decades.  Today, lithium-ion batteries are most common, similar to the ones in your phone or electric vehicle. 
Over decades of development and scaling, lithium-ion batteries have gotten cheaper, and production capacity has exploded, with new battery Gigafactories popping up all around the world seemingly every other week. 
But there are a few mis-matches between lithium-ion’s strengths and what’s needed in batteries used for stationary energy storage.
• Price: Grid-scale storage needs to be dirt-cheap to help renewables be affordable.  Last year, the US Department of Energy set a goal of reducing costs by 90% by 2030.  Lithium-ion batteries have gotten cheaper over the years, but gains may be plateauing, especially with possible material shortages expected.
• Size: Li-ion batteries pack a lot of power into a small space.  But while battery size is important for things like phones and cars, it’s not so crucial for grid-scale energy storage.  Lower energy density for stationary applications could mean lower cost.
• Lifetime: Industrial plants often put in equipment that, when maintained, lasts for decades.  Lithium-ion batteries typically need to be replaced every 5-10 years, which can be pricey.
How Hot Salt Can Help
With the mis-match between lithium-ion batteries and our future energy storage needs, it seems like everybody is working on an alternative way to store energy.  In just the last year, I’ve covered iron air and iron flow batteries, plastic ones, and even one startup using compressed CO2 to store energy.
Now, another technology is making the jump from the lab to the commercial world: molten salt.
Ambri is a Boston-area startup that’s building molten-salt batteries from calcium and antimony.  The company recently announced a demonstration project deploying energy storage for Microsoft data centers, and last year it raised over $140 million to build its manufacturing capacity. 
The company says its technology could be 30-50% cheaper over its lifetime than an equivalent lithium-ion system.  Molten salt batteries can also exceed 80% efficiency, meaning that a relatively low amount of energy that’s used to charge the battery is lost to heat.  
Ambri was founded in 2010, based on research from Donald Sadoway’s lab at MIT.  The goal was to develop a low-cost product for the stationary storage market, says David Bradwell, the company’s founder and CTO.
The inspiration came from an unlikely place: aluminum production.  Using similar chemical reactions to what’s used for aluminum smelting, the team built a lab-scale, low-cost energy storage system.  But turning this concept into a real product hasn’t been so straightforward.
The magnesium and antimony-based chemistry the company started out with proved difficult to manufacture.  In 2015, after continuing issues with the batteries’ seals, Ambri laid off 1/4 of its staff and went back to the drawing board. 
In 2017, the company pivoted to a new approach for its batteries, using calcium and antimony.  The new chemistry relies on cheaper materials, and should prove simpler to manufacture, Bradwell says.  Since the pivot, the company has worked out technical glitches and made progress on commercialization, going through 3rd-party safety testing and signing its first commercial deals, including the Microsoft one.
There are still major challenges ahead for the startup.  The batteries operate at high temperatures, over 500°C (about 900°F), which limits what materials can be used to make them.  And moving from single battery cells, which are about the size of a lunchbox, to huge container-sized systems can present challenges in system controls and logistics.
That’s not to mention deploying a product to the real world means “dealing with real world things that happen,” as Bradwell puts it.  Everything from lightning strikes to rodents can throw a wrench in a new battery system. 
At least one thing has changed over the last decade though: the market.  Investors and even casual observers used to push back on whether anybody would want energy storage, Bradwell says.  Now, the only question seems to be how quickly the industry can grow.
It will take time for Ambri and other new battery outfits to scale manufacturing and prove that they’ll be a viable, affordable alternative to existing batteries.  As Bradwell says, “the journey continues.”
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